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This paper reports the preliminary stage of
a research project on the roie of landscaping
with ieference to human needs, the central
premis'e being a correlation between the char-
acter of the vegetation and the phase of its
appearance in a settlement on the one hand,
and the ievei of need it is Cesigned to.cater for
^* lL ^ ^rl^ ^--var ulIU v vtll;I

This premise is associated with the hypoth-
esis put forward by such'scientists as Maslow

[1], Erikson [2], Cooper [3] and o'r,hels, who
visualize a hierarchic structure of needs, with
somatic (basic) needs (food, sleep, physical
security, ciimatic comfort, etc.) at its base,
and above them, the psychcsccial (belonging,
affection) and the psychological ones (e.g.

self-actualization). A11 of the scientists agree
that, on the whole, the fulfillment of a basic
need precedes ihe fuifiilment of a higher one.
According to this approach, a garden planted
during the founding phase of a settlement
satisfies the basic needs of the settiers, while
one created at a later phase caters to the
higher ones.

The main contribution of garden and land-
scape architecture in the pffit, was largely
-oJofoA In qocll-ro*ina* o-rl if io n-l-t ronanflrIgId.i/ELl U\J d,YJu^rewruJ t arru lv ru vrrrJ .*-r^r.^.,/

that their functional aspects have come to be
considered [5 - 9]. In these circumstances, the
capability of the garden to provide basic
needs, such as security or climatic comfort, is
still to be proved.

The project undertaken in the search of
such a proof was conduc'r,ed in four kibbutz-
type settlements in Israei's Negev desert, in
vrhich gardens were planled at a very early
phase, characterized by extreme scarcity
of resources. We claim that this was done

*The hypolhesis that only societies wiLh sufficient
resources of space, time. energy, etc., engaged in
creating gardens is relevant in this context [4].
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because the founders considered them to be
essential to physical subsistence in the desert,
by virtue of their beneficial effect on the
ciimate. Later, when the vegetation had
grown and a new microclimate had been
created, ild at the sams time the economic
situation had also improved, the gardens
assumeci Enerr new tunctrons as explained
above.

Our hypothesis is examined, by the follow-
ing means:

(1) micro- . and macroclimatological data,
including measurements of temperature, rela-
tive humidity, solar radiation, wind speed,
etc:

(2) a historical survey, based on data from
kibbutz archives and suppiemented by discus-
sions with the founders and with landscape
planners:

(3) questionnaire interviews with individuai
members (of different seniority) on the sub-
ject of the contribution of the landscaire at
the communal and personai levels, as weii as

on the climatological aspects (subjective
impressions suppiernenting the measured
data).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The study covers four settlements (see

Fig. 1), Shoval, Ivlashabei-Sadeh, Saad, and
Ein Gedi. A1l four -ffere founded shcirtly
before or after the estab'iishment of the State
of Israel, by young pioneer groups of differ-
ent ideological affiiiations within the Zionist
movement. The sites \r/ere seiected by the
settlement authorities.

The deveiopment phase of the gardens,
under the extreme cond._itions of the Negev
desert (high temperatures, intense solar radia-
tion, dust and sandstorms) was characterized
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Fig. 1.
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of experlmental sites.

by disappointments. Three of the four settle-
ments suffered from severe water shortages
for more than two decades. There were also
specific local difficulties: Ein Gedi is located
on highly saline soii which had to be washed
before planting could be attempted; Mashabei
Sadeh is located on a rocky site, and the soii
for planting had to be brought in by truck.
Natural drawbacks were aggravated by the
inexperience of the settlers, but this was even-
tualiy overcome by trial and error and with
the help of research institutes. In the end, the
experiments were crowned with success; at
present, each settlement invests about 800 -

1000 work days in landscaping and consumes
approximately 100 000 m3 of water per year.

CLIMATOLOGICAL ASPECTS

In searching for an answer to the question
of what made the kibbutz members invest so
much in landscaping when they sti1l faced
difficulties in maintaining their existence, we
suggest the following reasons.

Fig. 2- The kibbutz as a socio-functional system - a

representative scheme.

1. Outdoor spaces withtn the settlement
The basic famiiy unit in.the kibbutz differs

from its urban couhterpart in that the
children's quarters are separate from those of
their parents*, and the paths between them
are not roofed.- The utiiities found within a

typical city apartment are similarly scattered
and separated by open spaces (Fig. 2). In
ihese circumstances, a far iarger proportion of
the mdmber's time is spent in, the open.
Experience shows that uncomfortable walking
conditions (due to distances, slopes, or harsh
climate) create a tendency among members to
keep to their rooms and make iess use of the
cornmunal facilities (dining hall, clubhouse,
cuiturai centres, eic.), ali of which makes for
reduced contacts. Hence the special function-
a1 significance of the kibbutz garden, as

characterized by Bickels [10]:
"It is a garden in which the person iives, works and
rests. This is a garden for the whoie day-" (p. 63)

Our research questionnajres confirm this
statement: kibbutz members consider the
garden as "working all day", "providing space
for intensive circuiation, meeting places and
leisure areas".

2. Moderation of lacal microclimate
According to existing knowledge, the

effects of landscaping_ on the local micro-
ciimate consist of:

*Signilicantly in this context: in the traditional
vocabulary of the kibbutzim, the term "home" refers
to the settlement as a whoie; the living quarlers aie
"the room".
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(1) reduction of direct and reflected radia-
tion, through shading and absorption;

(2) prevention of soil erosion and of
shifting of sand and dust;

(3) reduction of wind speed;and
(4) reduciion of temperature.

2.1. Dlrect and. reflected rad.iation
Preiiminary temperature data taken in

Augusi at Ein Gedi anci Mashabei Sadeh, on
two consecutive days, are given in Tabie 1.

The temperature in the shade is seen to reach
36 "C in both places, while according to
Fanger [11], the mean radiant temperature
would be about.49 "C, i.e. 16 'C above skin
temperature.

The optiine plan of one of Ein Gedi's
neighbourhoods in Fig. 3 shows that parts of
the open spaces are shaded throughout the
entire day. The main path which traverses the
neiglrbourhood (from ihe kibbutz gate to the
dining hall) is shaded from all directions with
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Fig. 3. An outline pian of the neighbourhood at Ein Gedi.
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exposed stretches not longer than five steps.
I\{ost outdoor spaces adjoining the houses a_re

also shaded. Observations made during the
month in question, showed that ali spontane-
ous meetings betrveen members and chiidren
took piace only in the shade.

A noteworthy point here is the success
with plants that grow only in the shade. These
were introduced in all four settiements in the
iaie sixties; afi,er ihe trees initiaiiy pianieci for
shading purposes had matured. The fact that
such piants co.i-r be gro-wn outdoors in a desert,
is the best possible evidence of the value of
trees in controlling solar radiation. In the sub-
sequent stages of the study, it is intended to
measure longwave radiation under different
kinds of trees and under artificial roofing.

Approximately 7 AVo of the outdoor spaces
in the four settlements are covered by lawns
and the remainder is covered with .shrub.s
Many houses are hidden behind shrubs or
covered by creepers. The structure, colour
and specific heat of the vegetation cause it to
absorb neariy B07c o"t the impinging radiation
[6 - p.?1].

The effect of vegetation uts-d-urs radiation
is thus spatial - it blocks direct and indirect
radiation from above, fron below and from
the sides.

2.2. Dust and sand
. Our questionnaires showed unanimous
agreement on one of the most disturbing
aspects of life in the desert: success in elimi_
nating the omnipresent dust and sand, by soil
stabilizabion within the ground.s, and by
blocking dust and sand swept in by wind from
the outside-

2.3, Wind
In the eariy days, members regarded wind

mainly as the troublesome source of the dust
and sand which plagued their lives. llowever
after the vegetation matured and beca*" u.,
effective windbreak, they became aware of its
important roie in cooiing the human bod.y
under high temperature conditions. As a
result, several trees and shrubs were recenily
removed at Sa'ad, where summer winds are
not tco strong. By contrast, at Ein Gedi the
wind problem is stili unsolved: the kibbutz
suffers from high-speed turbuient winds from
the desert. causing an increase in heat and
dryness during afternoon hours (see Fig. 4);
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against this, the iarge amount of existing vege_
tation, inciuding trees, shrubs and vines is
indispensable - although it also blocks the
laminar., cooler humid easterly tvind that
blows frorm the Dead Sea in the mornings.

2-4. Atr temperature and relatiue humididy
Temperature. and humidity measurements

(Tabie 1 and Fig. a) reveal negligible differ-
ences within the settiemenis anci differences
of 3 "C relative to the outside, which reaches
its maximum during the peak hours of ireai
but even then the air temperature within the
settlement grounds is below skin temperature,
'rvhile outside the ground ii exceeds it. Ivlore_
over, within the grounds-comfortable thermai
conditions can be achieved at wind speeds
above 2 m/sec, while outside the grounds
there is discomfort.

\-^/e :gx:: :'lth Il:i:lcl ct ;, rr-^L r
ture reduction should not ;;;;;ffi=;;
trees alone. Further study is called for on
this aspect.

SUBJECTIVE IMPRESSIONS OF CLIMATE

The individiiai feeiing of comfori in a given
ciimate is dictated by the combination of
temperature, relative humidity, solal radia_
tion, and wind speed.

In order to examine the overall influence of
vegetation in this respect, the questionnaire
included an item regarding different locations
with varying patterns and densities of vegeta-
tion. An analysis of t[; answers indicates
distinct differentiation between the grounds
and the outside. (Significantiy, members
eligible for new housing in areas with young
vegetation, preferred to remain in their old
units just so as not to have to begin their
struggle with the desert all over again.) As for
the influence of the iocal composition of
vegetation, areas containing only trees and
grass are preferred 'in that they reduce heai
and radiation without blocking wind move_
ment.

CONCLUSiON

The fieid study described here represents
the first stage of a comprehensive research
project, whose purpose is to examine the
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space within the kibbutz; D G - -

human needs that can be catered for by the
laldscape. A summary of the initial data
seems to justify our hypothesis that vegeta-
tion offers a comprehensive soiution to most
climatic problems in the desert. Irlo 1ess
irnporbance is attached to the sociai irnplica-
tions. Creation of comfortable microclimates
throughout the outdoor spaces of the settle-
ment rnakes it easier for rnembers to walk to
the dining room (and to stop aiong the way
for a chat), to visit the children's quarters, to
relax on the doorstep - all of thern circum-
siances wiihout which the speciai physicai
and cornmunal fabric of the kibbutz woulci
have been definitely impaired.

Another imporbant merit of the study is
its potential applicability, in the last-named

VAPOUR PRESSURC IN-THe AIR 
,mrnIIS

si(til Tefl P-

A ND WET ]E.ULB T€HPERATURE / T " 
"

Ein Gedi and in Mashabei sadeh, August - september 1gg3. K o--------., open
open space outside the kibbutz-

ln
'-l

context, to urban populations in similar
climates. It may well ..turn out that public
social contacts would be encouraged through
an i.mproved climate of urban outdoor spaces.
The iatter are the shared territory of the
whole community, and provide the most
appropriate and naturai setting for children to
play in, for the elderly to relax, and foi differ-
ent kinds of sociai contacts between adults.

An analysis of the order of prioiities in the
pianning of human settlement proves that
landscape potential for filling basic human
neecis is noi obvious to many pianners.
Whereas an analysis of the higher-order need
which can be catered for by the landscape
may contribute to the sophistication of the
landscape architect's work, the fact that the

tt



landscape serves lower-order needs as weil
should interest other planners and lead to
revised priorities in planning human settle-
ments.
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